superNature Bio
The sound of Annie Lennox possessed by Nina Hagen with a touch of David Lynch's inclination for darkness
and the obvious quaintness of the Creature from the Black Lagoon.
superNature is an international alternative, pop, rock project founded by Canadian eccentric,
singer/songwriter Kim Hines and experimental European producer Cazy a.k.a. Carsten Schmidt. Often referred
to as The Eurythmics of the new millennium and with a musical style vaguely reminiscent of bands like
Goldfrapp, Moloko, No doubt and Garbage. superNatures music boasts infectious rhythms, originally crafted
electronic sounds, bold electric guitars, soulful bass, warm sounding acoustic guitars, and even the occasional
cello.
"superNature tears you in every direction at once - ripped raw emotion, high drama, tongue-in-cheek humour
from Kim's lips caressing then possessing then molesting the slick, sharp, subtle siren sound of Cazy's music
beneath. Scary and yet beguiling. Sweet pain."
-Neville Farmer Music Director of award winning Lonely Planet Series U.K.
Earlier while in London England, superNature completed filming for the video The devil is in the grey the first
single from their debut cd Angry Red Planet. The single enjoyed number 1 status on the Besonic Alternative
charts and number 4 on Besonic.coms All Songs All Genres chart and received rave reviews by Besonic.com
critics and staff member Scientist of BeSonic.com.
Gaining radio play all over the globe on high school, college, commercial, and Internet radio stations, (More
recently a featured Artist on American Mojo Musics radio show "The Studio" that airs on over 80 radio stations
worldwide and La Otra Musica a local fm radio program in Cadiz, Spain.) superNatures focus is on bringing
their music to the mainstream. Currently making plans for a possible European/North American Summer 2004
tour, superNature will bring its live show to alternative clubs and college campuses.
superNature Cds are available for sale to the public online at Cdbaby, Amazon.de, and Pennyblack music, as
well as selected traditional music stores who promote Indie music. Licensing options of their music for use in
film, television and advertising is also available on line or by contacting superNature directly.
superNature is also Promoting their cd Angry Red Planet to alternative press editors and writers of various
consumer and trade magazines, newspapers, and fanzines in Canada, America, England and Germany.
Interviews and reviews of their cd as well as the video for the first single The devil is in the grey will be solicited
to alternative press, radio, television media personal, booking agents, and A&R Representatives.
superNature are keeping the public informed of any live/radio/T.V. appearances and new press
reviews/interviews through their website superNaturemusic.com and through their monthly superNature
news letter.
superNature is Kim Hines and Cazy*. In the year 2000 Kim and a fellow musician walked into Cazys studio
in Germany for the first time and began recording the initial tracks for a Canadian/European project. Kim would
eventually relinquish the project in favor of working with Cazy. Not an easy task when living in two different
parts of the world, Kim had to make three separate journeys from Canada to Cazys Cologne studio. The final
of these time limited, intense, thirty day recording sessions resulted in their first full-length cd angry red planet.
Today superNature is predominately based out of Europe {London England) with their studio in Germany, but
thanks to them living on opposite sides of The pond they have the luxury of a second musical home base in
North America which also enables them to be active and available for touring in Canada and the U.S.A.
*For a more in depth view of Kim/Cazy please see their personal bios.

For more information contact Kim Hines directly at (204) 774-8307 or visit our web site at: http://www.supernaturemusic.com

